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_ E D I T O R I A L

by Alessandro Maule

T 
he heated debate on “what is natural 
wine” which has continued for years 
now often risks remaining an echo 
chamber between the most nerdy 

fans and putting an undue strain on the patience 
of the rest of the wine world. All this without 
thinking of the confusion that this debate creates 
for the average consumer, who maybe does not 
go to natural wine fairs, but who now, for fear of 
seeming ignorant, does not ask questions about 
the productive aspect of wines and relies on an 
expert guide or simply his or her own taste and 
wallet. In short, the gap between the reality 
of things and the spread of information and 
opinions is as wide as it has ever been.
We’ve reached a stage where overseas there’s 
a trend for “funky wines” where the stinkier 
the wine is the better. Having an imperfection 
or defect makes it cool and original! We assure 
you, this is not where we wanted to get ...
Natural wine is likely to be engulfed by its own 
success, especially if the parameters that de-
fine it are not clear. And we can’t leave it at 
that. These parameters must be guaranteed to 
their full potential and with the utmost rigor.

Some argue that in deciding whether a wi-
nemaker can be considered natural or not, 
it should be another winemaker to do so. 
Another winemaker with more experience or 
credibility perhaps? As we see it, this is not 
a trustworthy method because it leaves open 
the possibility of human emotions interfering, 
of corruption, jealousy or favouritism. In every 
sector, there is an impartial body responsible 

for quality control. Why should the winema-
kers be any different and be able to objectively 
judge another colleague? Judging the work of a 
student or an artist is certainly not for another 
student or another artist, but there are profes-
sors and art critics for this.
Maybe we will lose some of the poetry; we 
will lose the familiar, friendly approach that 
hard-core natural wine aficionados like so 
much. In our opinion, relying on a neutral 
and impartial expert is the only way to keep 
scammers away, to maintain the values of 
our association and have integrity when fa-
cing the outside world. Only in this way can we 
remain afloat even when the euphoria of the 
natural wine trend has passed.
It is an entirely uphill road, improving the con-
trol system, it is part of the ongoing process 
towards good, clean natural wine; but we want 
to follow it!

OURS IS AN 
UPHILL ROAD
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_ I D E N T I F I C A T I O N

T 
he association’s logo can now be 
used on bottles of wine to allow the 
final consumer to identify wines from 
VinNatur members in a simple and 

clear way. Winemakers who have been members 
of the association for at least two years can 
choose to put the easy-to-read symbol on their 
labels or capsules. First and foremost, using 
the logo is a sign that the winery is part of the 
VinNatur association and we hope that the logo 
is a source of pride for producers who intend to 
adopt it. 
It is also an important step forward for the 
association in terms of its communication of 
the production philosophy: the VinNatur wine-
maker is at the same time the grower, maker 
and bottler of the products he or she presents 
on the market – it is a sustainable and tran-
sparent supply chain, from the vineyard to the 
bottle with minimal intervention.
In 2016, a charter called the “Regulations for 
the Production of VinNatur Natural Wine” 
was approved in order to clearly define what 
is and is not permitted for VinNatur natural 
wines.
Since then, the association has sought to ve-
rify compliance with these production regu-
lations through the use of a third-party cer-
tification body recognized by the Ministry of 
Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policies. Now, 
every year, 40% of the associated wineries are 
selected at random to receive one or two in-
spection visits from the chosen certification 
body, Valoritalia. 
If a winemaker does not comply with the pro-

duction regulations, he/she will receive a war-
ning, based on the gravity of the infraction, but 
which, in extremis, could entail the removal of 
said winery from the association. 
Only with the introduction, implementation 
and several years of improvements for these 
inspections, followed by over a decade of pesti-
cide analysis on all VinNatur members, did we 
finally decide give the green light for members 
to use the logo. 
Therefore anyone who sees a bottle of wine 
displaying the VinNatur logo will immediately 
know what are the spirit and principles that 
guided the creation of the wine and that it has 
been externally verified. 
The logo is a guarantee. 

VINNATUR:
A LOGO, 
A GUARANTEE
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_ R N A

By Vitenova Vine Wellness

INTRODUCTION
To understand whether there is a 
difference between two different 
managements of a vineyard, we decided 
to investigate how the plant responds at 
a molecular level. What would its response 
be in two different situations? Is it the same 
or does the plant behave differently? If we 
imagine that the genes of the plant are books 
in an immense library, will the plant read 
the same books or will it choose different 
books depending on the situation? To find 
out, we used advanced molecular biology 
techniques such analyzing the genetic 
expression, together with measuring the 
parallel sequencing of messenger RNA 
(RNA Seq).
In the next few lines, we try to explain the 
aims, the methodology and the results in a 
very simple way; the full scientific research 
document is available on the Vitenova 
website. 

 
ANALYTICAL METHOD, RNA SEQ    
In the creation of proteins, necessary for 
the plant’s growth and reaction to external 
stimuli, messenger RNA performs the 
essential function of transporting 
information from DNA to the apparatus 
responsible for creating those proteins. It 
has an immediate action; therefore it behaves 
according to the needs of the plant at that 
particular moment. For research projects 
in the field of agriculture, its sequencing is 

taken as an indicator to compare different 
theories and has been proven to be a more 
sensitive and wider-ranging analytical 
method than traditional methods. The 
modern technologies for parallel sequencing 
of messenger RNA (RNA Seq) allow us to 
measure simultaneously the expression 
level of each of the approximately 30,000 
genes present in the genome of plants, and 
therefore to have for each single sample 
an instant photograph of how many and 
which ones are activated at that time and at 
what level. In our case, this is an extremely 
innovative research project in the field of 
viticulture, never before been carried out by 
the scientific community. 

HYPOTHESIS AND AIMS OF THE 
RESEARCH  
The research focuses on highlighting any 
differences in gene expression between 
plants in the same vineyard (Guyot-trained 
Garganega grapes on rootstock 420A, planted 
in 1999) which, in 2019 was managed in two 
different ways. In the section that has been 
labelled “NC” meaning “not trampled” 
no tractors or agricultural machines passed 
through the rows at any point in the year 
2019, there were no foliar treatments of any 
kind and the grass was never cut. In the 
portion marked “CT” meaning “trampled”, 
the rows were passed through 20 times with 
agricultural machinery (for treatments, 
mowing and inter-row management) during 

RESEARCH PROJEC T: 
DIFFERENT GENETIC 
EXPRES SIONS IN A 
VINEYARD
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2019. The entire vineyard also underwent 
three meticulous defoliations by hand in 
the period from mid-May to the end of 
June, in order to expose the grapes to the 
sun and thus limit the attack of pathogens. 
Both sections (“NC not trampled” and “CT 
trampled”) had a normal quantity of grapes 
and did not present any particular differences 
or problems with vineyard diseases. The 
objective of this experiment with the “NC, 
not trampled” vineyard is to see if there 
is any truth in the theory of “Minimum 
effort, maximum yield”.

SAMPLING METHODOLOGY
To guarantee scientific value to the test, 
the experiment included for 3 samples for 
each section: “Not Trampled (NC)” and 
“Trampled (CT)”. 3 samplings were carried 
out at three different times (6 August 2019 
- 22 August 2019 - 11 September 2019) to 
capture the reaction of the plant in various 
stages (veraison - maturation - pre-harvest), 
because the genetic expression changes 
according to the phenological stage of the 
plant. Berries were taken randomly, from 
about 15 plants in each section, removed 
from the bunch using scissors and inserted 
in liquid nitrogen until the time of testing in 
the laboratory. To understand any differences 
between the samples, other parameters 
were also measured: Weight of 20 berries - 
Average berry weight (g) - Soluble solids (° 
Brix) - Seeds (n) - Seeds per berry (n) - Seeds 

weight (g) - Average seed weight (g).
There was a slight difference in maturation 
between “NC” and “CT” at the time of the 
first sampling, due to a higher number of 
bunches per plant in the “Trampled CT” 
section. On subsequent sampling dates the 
differences became minimal.

Figure 1 Test set-up
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RESULTS
The greatest differences in expression 
between the two theses were recorded on the 
first sampling date (6/8/2019) with 621 genes 
out of 21,155 while on the two following dates 
the number of differentially expressed genes 
decreased significantly: 19 genes per date of 
8/22 and 24 genes on 9/11.

When we look at the 1874 genes involved 
in pathogen defense processes, the trend 
described above is confirmed, with major 
differences on the first date (75 genes) and 
practically zero on the two subsequent 
dates.

From the analysis of these results, it 
can be argued that the two agronomic 
management systems did not lead to 
significant differences in the plants’ 
response. The differences recorded at the 
first sampling date are also due to the slight 
maturation delay in the “Trampled” section, 
which is capable of causing a different gene 
expression.

Although in this test it was not possible to 
demonstrate that there are specific genetic 
consequences by subjecting a vineyard to 
two different trampling approaches, the 
experiment allowed us to develop an extremely 
sensitive analysis method that permits us to 
study the behaviour of the plants subjected 
to different stimuli and it can be used in 

Figure 2 Different expressions on 6/8/2019

the future to search for new answers. The 
outcome did not fully meet expectations, but 
being the “zero point” in this type of research, 
it allows us to evaluate other sampling or 
analysis methods.
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_ V O I C E  O F  E X P E R T 

By Jean-Marc Gatteron 
Le Rouge & le Blanc - quarterly magazine from 1983

WHEN WINE 
SPEAKS ...

I 
t is difficult to taste wine when the 
context is completely absent, but it is 
even more so to translate and transcribe 
what the wine suggests to us. We can list a 

litany of aromas (red fruit, dark berries and forest 
floor) and add in some spicy or smoky notes. For 
the palate, we talk about chiselled acidity or not, 
tannins that are maybe still coarse or that have 
maybe melted and, as for the finish - short or 
persistent - the mention of “minerality” or even 
“salinity” can be wielded for a final flourish.
All of this is a bit caricatured. However, 
when we taste and comment on dozens 
and dozens of wines, we end up repeating 
ourselves, not knowing what to say and 
write, while getting tired of our poor words, 
so powerless to describe the subtleties of our 
favourite drink.

One solution is to listen to what the wine is tel-
ling us. Because most wines speak, they talk, 
especially when they have a bit of bottle. 
Of course, there are those who want to 
be heard at all costs, those who have a big 
mouth, the muscled types who quickly raise 
their voice. These ones speak convincingly and 
proclaim: “Here I am, look, I started out in a 
fancy abode with brand new wooden furniture, 
my aromas are heady, I am well built and of a 
noble origin!” In fact, with them, they are only 
commonplace, ostentatious clichés; they talk 
a good talk, you could say. When they realize 
that their game has been rumbled, the mask 
falls, the makeup runs; they then acknowledge 
their unrefined origins, they moan, grumble 
and move away.

But there is also another category. These are 
the humble ones, those who whisper and 
mumble. Their language, all about the vibra-
tions, requires a long silence from the somme-
lier and an attentive ear. Their whispering bu-
ilds. You feel their breath: they breathe in and 
out. Some unfold and unfold. Others will dance 
a unique choreography, in elegant arabesques. 
They finally reveal themselves, leaving you 
speechless.
These are the wines which reflect the air and 
the earth that nourished them; they politely 
acknowledge the winemaker who accompanied 
them from their birth to their bottling. All of 
this, they implicitly and secretly convey to the 
sommelier. If the latter is worthy of it, the wine 
entrusts him with his password.
So, that’s it; the words continue, each one more 
evocative than the last: the mouth has finally 
come unstitched!

And then, it can happen suddenly, at the turn 
of a sentence, that everything stops! The 
words then become tiny, they hide, blocked in 
the face of emotion. Silence appears, words 
are now useless ...
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D 
ifficile de déguster un vin en 
s’affranchissant du contexte, 
mais plus encore de traduire et de 
transcrire ce qu’il nous suggère. On 

pourra énumérer une litanie d’arômes (fruits rouges, 
noirs ou blancs) et y ajouter quelques notes épicées 
ou empyreumatiques. Pour la bouche, on parlera 
d’acidité ciselée ou pas, de tanins encore rudes ou 
fondus et, pour la touche finale, courte ou persistante, 
la mention « minéralité » voire « salinité » sera du 
meilleur effet.
Tout ceci est un peu caricatural. Pourtant, à 
goûter et à commenter des dizaines et des 
dizaines de vins, on finit par se répéter, par 
ne plus savoir quoi dire et écrire, tout en se 
lassant de nos pauvres mots, tant impuissants 
à décrire les subtilités de notre breuvage de 
prédilection. Une des solutions consiste à 
entendre ce que nous dit le vin. Car la plupart 
des vins parlent, se racontent surtout quand ils 
ont un peu de bouteille. 

Bien sûr, il y a ceux qui veulent à tout prix se 
faire entendre, ceux qui ont la grande gueule, 
les fiers-à-bras qui se haussent du col. Ceux-
là parlent beau et clament : « Me voici, j’ai 
longtemps vécu dans un confort de boisé tout 
neuf, mes parfums sont capiteux, je suis bien 
charpenté et d’une noble extraction ! ». En 
fait, chez eux, ce ne sont que poncifs et clichés 
ostentatoires, tout dans la gueule, pourrait-on 
dire. Lorsqu’ils s’aperçoivent que l’on a compris 
leur jeu, le masque tombe, le maquillage coule ; 
ils retrouvent alors leur grossière terre originelle, 
ils râlent, maugréent, grommellent et s’éloignent. 

Mais il existe également une autre catégorie. 
Ce sont les humbles, ceux qui chuchotent 
et qui marmonnent. Leur langage, tout en 
vibrations, demande de la part du dégustateur 
un long silence et une oreille attentive. Leur 
chuchotement va s’amplifiant. Vous sentez leur 
souffle : ils inspirent et expirent. Certains se 
déplient et se déploient. D’autres vont danser une 
étrange chorégraphie, en d’élégantes arabesques. 
Ils se dévoilent enfin, vous laissant bouche bée. 
Les vins reflètent alors l’air et la terre qui les 
ont nourris; ils rendent grâce au vigneron qui 
les a accompagnés depuis leur naissance jusqu’à 
leur mise en bouteille. Tout cela, implicitement, 
il le livre en secret au dégustateur. Si ce dernier 
en est digne, le vin lui confie son mot de passe. 
Alors, le tour est joué, les mots continuent de plus 
belle : la bouche est enfin décousue!

Et puis, il peut arriver subitement, au détour 
d’une phrase, que tout s’arrête ! Les mots se 
font alors minuscules, ils se cachent, demeurant 
interdits face à l’émotion. Le silence apparaît, 
les mots sont désormais inutiles… 

QUAND LE VIN 
PREND
LA PAROLE…

_ L A  P A R O L E  D E  L ’ E X P E R T

Écrit par Jean-Marc Gatteron 
Le Rouge & le Blanc - revue trimestrielle depuis 1983
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2007

2008

2010

2011

2012

2013

2015

2016

2018

Knowledge has no boundaries - Conference on natural viticulture in 
Verona which announced the beginning of a collaboration with 
soil expert researchers Lydia and Claude Bourguignon and the 
agronomist Michel Barbaud, (Organic Forest), advocate of first 
concepts of “forest in agriculture.”

Start of the three-year collaboration with the Centre for Research in 
Oenology at San Floriano (Verona) with which we began to deepen the 
microbiological aspects of musts and wines, with the Natur Fermentation 
project (five VinNatur wineries were involved providing us with samples 
of durella, teroldego, prosecco, garganega and corvina).

The first collaboration with the SPEVIS of Panzano in Chianti - a special relationship 
which is still in progress. At the beginning, the focus was on experimental tests in 
the field in Tuscany, Piedmont, Veneto and Lazio to verify the effectiveness of new 
products with the aim of reducing the use of copper and sulfur. Today the exchange 
of information continues, including on production and vineyard management 
techniques, and also with conferences and training courses.

The first occasion of our now annual Training Day for associate 
wineries. Members gather to the venue near Scandicci for a day 
spent updating all producers, involving the researchers with 
whom we collaborate and different personalities who can offer 
information and knowledge to the winemakers.

First year of research and monitoring with the Vitenova team with 
a three-year project called Biological fertility of the soils with 14 
wineries based from central and northern Italy.

Start of the collaboration with the Food Micro Team research center in 
Tuscany, who offer oenological support to associate wineries and carry 
out research and in-depth analysis during fermentations and for all 
microbiological aspects of a wine’s development.

When one project Biological fertility of the soils came to an end, it opened up a new possibility, 
still with the Vitenova team, but with a greater scope to include new components, particularly 
for the botanical and entomological aspects. The project Biodiversity of the vineyard ecosystem 
was thus born. Initially 18 wineries were involved, but there are now currently 30 participants, 
scattered from the very north to the southernmost point of the boot.

VinNatur Wine Production Regulations are approved at a special 
AGM for associate wineries.

The control plan starts definitively with the help of Valoritalia, 
initially with 25 wineries, today with 60 companies.

13 YEARS OF RESEARCH 
AT VINNATUR
This timeline summarises the main collaborations and research projects that 
VinNatur has orchestrated, from the very beginning to the present day
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_ I N T E R V I E W

Cristiano Francescato
Botanist for Vitenova

W 
ith a degree in Natural Sciences 
and a PhD in Biomonitoring 
of environmental alterations, 
Cristiano Francescato is an 

expert in analysizing flora and vegetation. In 
particular, he studies the ecological status of 
the vineyards and their biodiversity through 
indicators linked to the presence and abundance 
of various plant species. He has been an associate 
of Vitenova Vine Wellness since 2018.

Among the different elements that can 
relay the health status of a vineyard you 
have chosen to focus on the flora-vegetation 
aspect. What does that, in particular, offer 
us?
The flora provides important information on 
the intrinsic characteristics of the vineyard 
it inhabits. Spontaneous plants can show if 
it is in balance with the soil and climate and 
they allow us to place the vineyard in the 
wider context of the natural environment. 
The presence or absence of individual species 
also provides us with a precise ecological 
reading of the environment we are observing. 
For example, if walking along the rows of a 
vineyard we come across coltsfoot (Tussilago 
farfara) we are on a soil with a good presence 
of clay and medium humidity, in a temperate 
climate. On the other hand, if we observe the 

presence of mediterranean stork’s bill (Erodium 
malacoides) our feet are walking on rocky soils 
in a Mediterranean climate.

Can the plants that populate a vineyard 
testify to the human impact on their habitat
Definitely. Plants give us the measure of the 
impact that the agronomic management is 
having on the environment. There are species 
that indicate excessive fertilization, high soil 
compaction or inadequate tillage. Among these, 
non-native plants particularly stand out; that is, 

SPONTANEOUS PLANTS 
AS AN INDICAT OR OF 
THE QUALITY OF A 
VINEYARD 
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species which are far from their environment 
of origin and have come to a certain territory 
because they are brought by man voluntarily 
or accidentally. We find non-native species 
most often in heavily disturbed environments 
where organic inputs are high and the soil often 
altered.

What else can you tell us about the non-
native plants? What type of coexistence is 
established with indigenous species? 
When they are not in their natural environment, 
where they are in balance with the other native 
plants, these now alien plants reproduce 
themselves rapidly, having no competitors that 
can contain them. In the new environment in 
which they settle, they manage to be more 
successful than native species and so can 
spread further and faster, thus often replacing 
them. In vineyards, the most common species 
we find are horseweed (Conyza canadensis), 
a North American species that colonizes the 
driest environments; daisies (Erigeron annuus), 
a North American species found in the freshest 
ones, and South African ragwort (Senecio 
inaequidens), present in the more stony ones.

In conclusion, what approach must the 
winemaker take to favour native flora over 
the non-native species?
It is important to recognise these alien plants 
before their growth eliminates all the native 
species, greatly reducing biodiversity and the 
presence of useful insects that accompany 
them, consequently causing an imbalance in the 
system. A winemaker could start by ensuring a 
high biodiversity of native species which, in turn, 
self-regulate the environment itself. Agronomic 
management proves to be fundamental here: 
deciding when to cut the grass is an operation 
that, however simple it may seem, determines 
which groups of species survive rather than 
others. In this sense, the vineyard can play an 
important role from a conservation point of view, 
more than any other cultivated crops.

It is possible to quantify the environmental sustainability by measuring the presence of species in natural environments (woods, meadows, pastures, 
etc.) that manage to be part of the spontaneous flora of a vineyard. In the graph you can see how this index is very variable within the vineyards: it goes 
from values of 18% to a maximum of 61%.

N A T U R A L I T Y  I N D I C A T O R
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NEW ASSOCIATE WINERIES 2020
The VinNatur family grows larger every year. 

We welcome 34 new wineries from Austria, Argentina, Greece and 12 Italian regions.

AR Uco Valley Stella Crinita

AT Burgenland Weingut Nittnaus

GR Thessaloniki Kamara Wine

IT Abruzzo Tocco d’Italy

IT Abruzzo Colleflorido

IT Calabria
Archeo Eno 
Bafaro Francesco 
Gabriele

IT Calabria
Masseria 
Perugini

IT Emilia Romagna Ferretti Vini

IT Emilia Romagna Salavolti

IT Emilia Romagna Saccomani

IT Emilia Romagna 
Cantina del 
Frignano

IT Friuli San Lurins 

IT Friuli Villa Job

IT Liguria Terrazze Singhie

IT Marche Oppeddentro

IT Piemonte Crealto

IT Piemonte Granja

IT Piemonte Tenuta Foresto

IT Sicilia BioViola

IT Sicilia Riofavara

IT Toscana
Fattoria 
Castellina

IT Toscana I Nove Filari

IT Toscana Le Grascete

IT Toscana Palazzo di Piero

IT Toscana
Podere 
Scurtarola

IT Umbria Casa dei Cini

IT Umbria Terra di Rovo

IT Valle d’Aosta 
La Cantina di 
Cuneaz

IT Veneto
Cantina 
Martinelli

IT Veneto Corte Bravi

IT Veneto Il Monte Caro

IT Veneto Matervi

IT Veneto Montenigo

IT Veneto Terra Prava
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Associazione VinNatur: Associazione culturale senza fini di lucro
Via Biancara 14, 36053 Gambellara (Vicenza) Italia


